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executive summary
The East West Rail Consortium, a partnership of local authorities, rail operators and Network Rail,
continues to promote the delivery of a strategic railway – a major investment and infrastructure
project connecting East Anglia with Central, Southern and Western England. The eastern section
is an integral part of the overall project and an opportunity to deliver early wins that will unlock
major benefits across the entire EWR network and beyond.
The Consortium has identified the strategic objectives for the Eastern Section of EWR including:
improving connectivity and resultant economic growth, prosperity and employment; the provision
of additional rail links which are faster, more frequent and more reliable; increased capacity for
inter-regional and commuter journeys; increased capacity for rail freight; and a reduction in
environmental impact through a modal shift from road to rail.
The National Infrastructure Commission report “Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the
Cambridge – Milton Keynes – Oxford Arc” published in November 2017 identifies the Corridor as
a national priority. It sets out the case for creating an additional 1.1 million new jobs by 2050
supported by 1 million new homes. This provides a significant contextual relationship between
the proposed growth in the Corridor and the provision of road and rail infrastructure.
The Commission has recognised that East West Rail, together with the proposed Expressway, will
provide a vital step in the development of a strategic transport corridor that will unlock major
development opportunities and enable transformational growth around existing towns and cities.
Enhancements will enable better access from East Anglia to businesses and markets in Cambridge
and beyond and provide the capacity that will unlock growth in local economic sectors. Realising
these opportunities are not dependent on the prior completion of the Western and Central sections
of EWR and the benefits should be achieved as soon as possible.
The project to enhance the Eastern Section is strong and supported by leading politicians from
across the wider EWR corridor. All members of the Consortium are backing this project given the
widespread benefits that can be achieved.
This prospectus presents the case for implementing improvements at the earliest opportunity
through a collaborative partnership that brings together the EWR Consortium members and rail
industry.
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implementation of East West Rail
is well underway...
Delivery of the western section is moving forward and development of the
central section is moving to the next stage...
The eastern section is an integral part of the overall project and an
opportunity to deliver early wins that will unlock major benefits across the
entire EWR network and beyond.
This prospectus sets out our vision for the Eastern Section of East West Rail and summarises the strategic
case that supports it.
The East West Rail Consortium (EWRC), a partnership of local authorities, rail operators and Network
Rail, continues to promote the delivery of a strategic railway – a major investment and infrastructure
project connecting East Anglia with Central, Southern and Western England. It will connect
areas of significant economic and housing growth and provide a link between strategic north-south
transport routes.
The complete East West Rail (EWR) link will connect Ipswich, Norwich and Cambridge in the East with
Bicester and Oxford to the West, via Milton Keynes and Bedford/Luton, as well as connecting with
Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire and linking it to the West Coast Main Line.
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route clearance between Bicester and Bletchley

The first phase of the Western Section linking Oxford to Bicester and routes to London is already
operational. The next phase of the Western section, which will connect Oxford and Bedford, including the
link to Aylesbury, is due to open in the early 2020s. The Central Section between Bedford and Cambridge
could open in the late 2020s.
The Eastern Section is operational and connects Cambridge with East Anglia including Ely, Norwich and
Ipswich. Current demand for rail is constrained by limited direct links and low service frequencies east of
Cambridge. Consequently, east-west rail travel tends to be restricted to shorter distance journeys, while
those who do make long distance trips experience disproportionately high journey times. Passengers
who wish to make longer east-west journeys often have to travel on crowded routes via London involving
multiple changes or have no option but to travel by car on congested routes.
The case for enhancing the Eastern Section is strong in support of enabling the additional demand that
will arise from planned growth and regeneration. It is supported by leading politicians from across the
wider EWR corridor and all members of the EWRC are backing this project given the widespread benefits
that can be achieved.
Significant improvements to train services across the Eastern Section will bring benefits for people and
businesses locally and across the wider East West Rail network and beyond and can be achieved by
improvements to the existing offer within the next ten years. As such, this prospectus presents
the case for implementing improvements at the earliest opportunity through a collaborative partnership
that brings together the EWR Consortium members and rail industry.
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Cambridge North Station

context: the oxford to cambridge
corridor
The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) report “Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the
Cambridge – Milton Keynes – Oxford Arc” published in November 2017 identifies the Corridor as a national
priority. It also sets out proposals and options for maximising the region as a connected, knowledgeintensive cluster that achieves its economic potential and competes on the global stage.
It sets out the case for creating an additional 1.1 million new jobs by 2050 supported by 1 million
new homes. This provides a significant contextual relationship between the proposed growth in the
Corridor and the provision of road and rail infrastructure. Government has acknowledged the national
significance of realising the ambition set out by the NIC.
The NIC report identifies that the Corridor is a series of separate labour markets and commuting between
key hubs is almost non-existent, exacerbated by poor east-west transport connections. Journey times
between the towns and cities within the Corridor are often long and unreliable and, in many cases the
only rail option is to travel via London. National investment in East-West transport presents a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to secure the area’s economic future.
The NIC has recognised that East West Rail, together with the proposed Expressway, will provide a vital
step in the development of a strategic transport corridor that will unlock major development opportunities
and enable transformational growth around existing towns and cities.
By meeting future needs and removing the constraints to growth, the Corridor could realise a
transformational level of growth within its major economic centres in a way not seen for over half a
century and tripling economic output by 2050.
Improved east-west road and rail connections have the potential to increase the labour market catchment
areas for key towns and cities, opening up new opportunities for collaboration and job growth. The
projects would provide a step change in connectivity across the Corridor.
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“rail routes from Norwich and Ipswich to Cambridge
and Peterborough are increasingly important for
businesses. These require additional capacity to
cater for our growing economy”.
“connectivity and travel times are major obstacles
to productivity…”
“faster connections … are vital
productivity and access to markets’.

to

improve

The adopted New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) Strategic Economic Plan (SEP)
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strategic objectives
Improve east west public transport connectivity

Increase economic growth, prosperity and employment through improvements to east
west rail links that open up new opportunities

Provide faster, more frequent, more reliable and additional rail links from the west to
Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich and beyond

Reduce journey times and reliability of inter-regional and commuter journeys

Increase capacity for inter-regional and commuter journeys

Enhance capacity for rail freight, especially from key ports

Reduce the environmental impact of movement by providing a practical alternative to
congested inter-regional highway corridors
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the opportunity....
The EWRC commissioned Atkins to undertake a Conditional Outputs Study as the starting point for
developing the vision for the Eastern Section. It concluded there is a compelling economic and strategic
case for improving EWR’s Eastern Section, from Cambridge to Norwich and Ipswich as part of the
overarching East West Rail project.
Enhancements will enable better access from East Anglia to businesses and markets in Cambridge and
beyond and provide the capacity that will unlock growth in local economic sectors. Significant rail freight
growth is forecast to 2043 and Network Rail’s Freight Network Study identifies a key freight corridor
running from Felixstowe to the West Midlands via Ely. It would support a modal shift from the roads to
rail, reducing foreseen pressure on the road network, particularly in towns and cities.
As well as being ready to make the most of the wider investment in EWR, making improvements now
will enable wider East Anglia to maximise the benefits of improvements to the Cambridge rail head,
supporting new long-distance trips over the next decade.
In addition to the Atkins Study, the opportunities for growth and the case for intervention are well
documented elsewhere. The Anglia Route Study (2016) identifies that “there is clear potential for further
growth and expansion which would be significantly supported and enhanced by improvements to the
railway. Realising the opportunities would complement and build upon existing commitments, such as
in the East Anglia Franchise Agreement which represents a £1.4 billion investment in local rail services,
including new carriages and over 1,000 additional weekday services.

“The forecast growth in passenger and freight
demand is significant across all main service groups
in the Anglia region.” Anglia Route Study (2016)
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and delivery
The specification of services levels and infrastructure required to achieve the strategic objectives need to
be further developed in collaboration with Network Rail and the train operators. Initial work undertaken
by the EWRC seeks to maximise the use of existing network infrastructure and more significant
enhancements could be delivered at key locations where little spare capacity exists.
The benefits of realising these opportunities stand up to scrutiny in their own right and should
be achieved as soon as possible; they are not dependent on the prior completion of the Western
and Central sections of EWR.
The work commissioned by the EWRC has identified a range of potential infrastructure improvements
including:

Closure of level crossings

Line speed improvements to above 80mph in some sections

Re-signalling

Station remodelling and capacity enhancements

Double tracking

Grade separations

“The case for an intervention such as the East West Rail Eastern Section
is therefore strong, in terms of both catering for existing demand and
forecast growth, as well as acting as a catalyst and driver for further
development and regeneration.”
“the potential scale of demand and benefits that EWR Eastern Section
could generate are… comparable with the other sections of EWR.”
Atkins Conditional Outputs Statement 2017
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in summary:
the case for improvement

Promoting economic growth: Very few of the key locations for people living and
working in the east of England are served by a direct rail link, with many requiring two
or three interchanges. Improving the rail service offer will enable better labour market
participation and business interaction, thereby promoting economic growth. Linking the
Eastern Section to destinations and employment centres on the Central and Western
sections, many of which provide an interchange with inter-regional routes, is also a key
driver.

Getting the most value out of East West Rail: The Western and
Central Sections will dramatically improve journey times between
Oxford and Cambridge, eliminating the need to travel via London. The
Eastern section will build on the improvements that the Western and
Central sections will bring. Indeed, delivery of early improvements
add to the already strong business case for the Central Section.
Without Eastern Section improvements rail journey times from east
of Cambridge to west of Cambridge and vice versa will continue to
remain poor.

Supporting the delivery of the Growth Corridor:
The Eastern Section will contribute to unlocking the
potential of “Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge
Growth Corridor” by vastly improving access to
housing markets, business areas and skill pools across
the Corridor and its immediate sphere of influence.

Reducing over-crowding in London: Demand
for journeys to and from London is forecast to
increase. Improved connectivity could remove
the requirement to travel via London for many
east-west journeys and reduce crowding on these
London routes.
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There would be marked improvements on key journeys such
as from Norwich to Oxford. The current fastest journey time
via London is 3 hours 50 minutes. The journey time via EWR,
including an enhanced Eastern Section, would be 2 hours 20
minutes. Other benefits of EWR include direct journeys, greater
frequencies and the prospect of lower fares.

Better national and international connectivity: As well as serving
locations that offer interchanges with inter-regional rail routes, EWR
could serve each of the four main London airports (Heathrow, Gatwick,
Luton and Stansted) via a single interchange bringing international
markets and opportunities closer to locations along the EWR route.

Reducing car dependency: An improved Eastern Section would
increase the attractiveness of travel by rail, thereby reducing demand
on the highways. Improved rail services between key urban areas
would also encourage a modal shift from the car for short distance
commuter journeys would reduce city centre congestion.

Adding freight capacity: Infrastructure enhancements to
enable up to five freight paths per hour between Ipswich and
Ely are proposed in the Network Rail Anglia Route Study. An
enhanced Eastern Section could improve the onward route via
Bury St Edmunds to Chippenham Junction with benefits for
passengers and freight. It could also offer an alternative to the
existing route via Ely by providing a new link via Newmarket and
Cambridge for onward routing to/from the north of the UK via
the Midland Mainline, or to/from the west of England, the south
coast and Wales via Oxford.

Supporting regeneration: There are opportunities
for improved rail connectivity to the ports of Felixstowe
and Harwich, as well as coastal towns of Lowestoft
and Great Yarmouth, targeted for regeneration and
where in some locations there are typically higher
levels of deprivation.
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where do we go from here?

The EWRC members are committed to seeing East West Rail as a catalyst for enabling the economic
potential of the Corridor to be realised. This has now gained further impetus with the emergence of
the Oxford to Cambridge Growth Corridor as a national priority for the Government. A step change in
transport accessibility is required and can be achieved to support this commitment.
From the technical work that has already been completed, there is a clear understanding of the benefits that
can be delivered from early enhancements to the EWR Eastern Section and the options for infrastructure
improvements that are required for delivery. The case and potential benefits are comparable to those
associated with the Western and Central Sections of EWR.
The EWR Consortium is fully backing this project which complements and augments other local, regional
and national level strategies for improving infrastructure and delivering growth and economic prosperity.
We will support the planning and delivery of improvements wherever we can and coordinate with the
planning for housing, economic growth and other infrastructure within our local authority areas.
We will continue to harness the wider support within Government, Westminster and the rail industry to
ensure that this vision is realised. With the necessary support, the Eastern Section improvements could
be in place during the early and mid 2020s.
For further information, please contact:
Patrick O’Sullivan
EWR Rail Consultant
East West Rail Consortium
Milton Keynes Council
Civic Offices
1 Saxon Gate East
Milton Keynes
MK9 3EJ
T: 01908 252481
M: 07990 576503
E: patrick.o’sullivan@milton-keynes.gov.uk
W: eastwestrail.org.uk
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